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About This Game

Shut Up And Dig is an exciting 2-d roguelike game made in fantasy theme. The main hero is an elf-girl, who is exploring the
mysterious worlds of haunted dungeons.

All the elements of the magic world of this game is connected with each other. The terrifying world you have to explore is full
of powerful artefacts, secrets, demons, monsters and ghosts.

•Presently, the first world of the game is completed : it's around 10hrs gameplay

•The game will have 5 absolutely different and also randomly generated worlds and more than 10 secret worlds. Every world has
its own design, music and gameplay.

•During the game you will meet great amount of bosses.
•All the elements in this magic world interact with each other.

•The dangerous underworld you will explore is full of powerful artifacts, secrets, demons, monsters and ghosts.
•Every game will be unique. Get ready to survive in this dark and doomed world.

•The process of finding the artifacts and special tools is very interesting; you have to solve difficult puzzles.
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Publisher:
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This game has a lot of potential, but sadly, the controls are too "Slippery" feeling. Not only that, but a lack of control
customisation leads to a very un-natural feel when playing. If the controls were able to be customised, and gamepad support was
properly added (No real option for it, so there's a lot of guesswork with what does what) then this game would probably feel
much better.

I hope this game gets improved upon. Although to me, it feels like a more budget version of Spelunkey with controls that aren't
as good.

It is charming, though, and I think it has potential (As stated before). This game is
really\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and should be considered as a mistake when bought.
___________________________________________
############################################################################################
FATAL ERROR in
action number 1
of Step Event0
for object oWhoDied:

Unable to find any instance for object index '0' name 'Hero'
at gml_Object_oWhoDied_Step_0
############################################################################################
. Possibly the most addicting, yet annoying game I've ever encountered. If you wanna see someone angry, have them play this,
those arrow traps an barely visible spikes would do the trick.

Only error, continuously get an error and causes crash, but the error makes zero sense.

But would still play again. I plan on playing more than the 1.4 hours I have on it. :). good game well played. The game is in both
English AND Russian! It makes the game unplayable since I can't read Russian. I have the language setting on English, so why I
still run into Russian is beyond me.. Next time I read "roguelike game" in a game description I'm going to go
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing postal!

Really $5 for this pile of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hell the worlds gone mad.
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What is this , I don't even.

No. Seriously.

-No directions.
-No real goal.
-No instructions.
-No charm.
No anything worth mentioning. Just keep on going and going and going.

Would help if there was a little narrative or something. Who am I? Why am I here? Why is this dead girl in the box? What does
this golden poop thingie do? What does this item do? And so on and so on.
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